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Academic Leadership Journal
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Compared to the situation up to the late 1970s, academic publishing in Africa and its concomitant
effect of scholarly research has declined in terms of output, quality and regularity of a publications
(Olukoju, 2002). This reflects the general decline in the standards and funding of education, a
consequence of prolonged military rule characterized by lack of accountability and thinly veiled culture
of obscurantism (Olukoju, 2002). He also stressed the problem of collapsed currency, owing to plunder,
and mismanagement by the country’s military rulers and their civilian collaborations.
This state of affairs generated the brain drain syndrome; and led to the disillusionment and despair
among the academics who were distracted from their primary assignments of teaching, research and
supervision of students. This situation further led to ceasely strikes, which consequently led to the
collapse of established reputable journals in meantime and academic publishing in Nigeria.
Globally, however, among the earliest research journals was the philosophical transaction of the Royal
society in the 17th century. At that time the act of publishing academic enquiry was controversial, and
widely ridiculed. It was not at all unusual for a new discovery to be announced an anagram; reserving
priority for the discoverer. Robert K. Martin, a Sociologist found that 92% of cases of simultaneous
discovery in the 17th century ended in disputes. The number of disputes dropped to 72% in the 18th
century, 59% in the 19th century, and 33% in the 20th century. The decline can be credited to the
increasing acceptance of the publications in modern academic journals (Abba, 2004).
PUBLISHERS AND BUSINESS ASPECTS
In the 1960s and 1970s, commercial publishers began to selectively acquire job quality journals which
were previously published non-profit academic societies. Unlike most industries, in academic
publishing, the most important inputs are provided, virtually free of charge. There are the cuticles and
the peer reviewed process. Publishers argues that they add value to the publishing process through
support of the peer review group; including stipends, type settings, printing and web publishing
investment analysts, however have been skeptical of the value added by the profit publishers
exemplified by Deutche Bank analysis which stated that we believe the publisher adds relatively little
value to the publishing process.
SCHOLARLY PAPER
In academic publishing, a paper is an academic work that is usually published in an academic journal. It
contains original research results or reviews existing results. Such a paper also called an article, will be
considered valid if it undergoes a process of peer-review by one or more referees (who are academic
in the same field] in order to check that the constants of paper is suitable. The journal. A paper may be
undergo a series of review, edits and re-submissions before finally being accepted or rejected for
publication (Aboyade 1978). The process often takes several months. There is often a delay for many

months cover a year) before publication, particularly for the most popular journals where the number of
acceptable article out numbers we space for printing. Due to this many academics self achieve a preprint copy of their paper for free download from their personal or institutional websites.
PEER REVIEW
Peer review is a central concept for most academic publishing other scholars in a field must find the
work sufficiently high in quality for it to merit publication. The process are also guards against
plafianson failures in peer review, while they are probably common are sometimes scandalous.
PUBLISHING PROCESS
In academic publishing, the process is divided with two distinct phases: The process of peer review is
organized by the journal editor and it is complete when the consent of the article together with any
associated images or figures are accepted for publication. The peer review process is increasingly
managed combine, through the use of proprietary systems. Like E Journal Press, or Open Journal
Systems.
Once the peer review has been completed, the original author will modify them submissionism were
with the reviewers comments, and this is repeated until the editor is satisfied. (Aina, 1997).
The production process, controlled by a production editor, or publisher the takes the article through a
copy editing, typesetting, inclusion in a specific issue of a journal; them printing and online publication.
Copy editing seeks to ensure that an article conforms to the journal house style, that all the referencing
and labeling is correct; and that there is no spelling and grammatical mistakes. Typesetting deals with
the appearance of the article-layout fronts, headings.
In the 20th, such articles were photographed for printing into proceedings and journals and this stages
is known as camerals-rewy copy with modern digital submission, such as PDF, this photograph is not
longer necessary, through the term is still sometimes used.
CITATIONS
Academic authors cite sources they have used. This gives credit to authors whose work they have used
and avoids plagiarism. It also provides support for further assertions and arguments and helps renders
to find more information on the subjects.
Each scholarly journal uses a specific format for citations, among the most common formats used in
research papers are the APA, CMS, and MLA styles. The American Psychological Association (APA)
styles is often used in social sciences. The Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) is used in business,
communications, economics and history. The CMS style uses footnotes at the bottom of pages to help
readers locate the sources. The Modern Language Association is widely used in the humanities.
CHALLENGES OF ACADEMIC JOURNAL PUBLISHING
By the early 1980s, Nigeria had entered to a period of economic crisis, culminating in the adoption of
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) by 1986, an immediate consequences like brain drain, crash
in currency value, marginalization of courses, repressive policies in delay with the legitimate demands

of the Academic staff Union of Universities; many old generation of Scholars were preoccupied with
other things, especially university administration and external politics, hence they never handed over to
the younger generation have been accused of insufferable annoyance (Olukoju, 2004).
Given the above mentioned challenges, many academic journals ceased to exist. The question arising
is how did the new generation scholars cope with the collapse of journals and other outlets for their
scholarly efforts.?
PUBLISH OR PERISH: STRATEGY FOR COPING IN ACADEMIC WORLD
Scholars that don’t want to perish in the academic jungles take steps to salvage them and others.
These include: establishing a number of journals, Departments and faculties in Universities across the
country, with its attendant problem of limited market (students). Hence, the various subscribes have to
pay for the publication of their articles in the journal.
Another method of coping is to affiliate with specialist networks and professional associations which
find research and participation in international conferences. Taking advantage of electronic and
internet facilities (such as the H-West Africa Network) enterprising researchers access announcements
of calls for papers and submit abstract of papers which then selected will qualify them for partial or fall
support. Participation in the conference will depend on the benevolent of the sponsors. Membership or
affiliation with bodies as the council for the development of Social Research in Africa (CODESRIA)
(Akande, 1980).
Table 1: List of academic Journals in Institutions of Higher learning in Kano State, Nigeria
s/n

Institutions

Active
Journals

Ceased
Journal

University
based
Journals

Faculty
Journals

Dept
Journals

Total

1

Bayero
University
Kano

15

08

02

06

14

23

2

Fed. College of
Edu. Kano

07

01

02

05

01

08

3

Kano State
Coll. Of Edu.
Kumboso

04

-

-

03

01

04

4

Kano College
of
Edu.(Technical,
Bishi)

01

-

-

01

-

01

5

Kano State
Polytechnic

01

-

1

-

-

01

Total

27

9

5

15

16

37

(Hammed, 2008)
Bayero University, Kano procedures the longest number of journals, 23, including both ceased and
active.
Title

Publisher

Active
or
Ceased

Bayero University, Kano

a) Kano Studies: A journal of
Savanna and Sudanic
Research (1965)

University

Ceased

Federal college of
Education,Kano

b) Harsunan Nijeriya (1971)

CSNI/BUK

Active

Federal College of Education,
Kano

c) The Journal of Education
in Africa (1978)

Faculty of
Education

Ceased

Federal College of Education,
kano

d) Geography Journal (1978)

Department
of Geography

Ceased

Federal college of Education,
Kano

e) Ganga: a journal of
literature studies (1978)

Department
of Nigerian
Languages

Ceased

Lists of Academic
Journals Available
in Institutions of
Higher Learning in
Kano State

Institution

Federal

Department
of English

College of
Education,
Kano

f) Kakaki: a journal of
creative writing (1979)

And European Lanugaages
(now English and French)

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

g)Journal of General
Studies (1980)

General Studies Department/
university

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

h) Gata nan (1980)

Department of Nigerian
Languages

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

i) Journal of Tropical
Architecture (1981)

Department of Geography

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

j) Nigerian Journal of
French Studies (1980)

Department of European
Languages now department
of English and French

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

k) Dirasatul Arabiyya
(1980)

Department of Araabic

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

l) Journal of Social and
Management Studies
(JOSAM) (1994)

Faculty of Social and
Management Science

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

m) Journal of research in
health and sports science
(1996)

Department of Physical and
Health Education

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

n) FAIS Journal of
Humanities (1999)

Faculty of Arts and Islamic
Studies

Active

Federal

o) Bayero business Review

Department of Bussiness

Active

College of
Education,
Kano

(2003)

Administrative

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

p) Bayero International
Journal of Accounting
Research (BIJAR) ( 2003)

Department of accounting

Active

Federal of
College of
Education

q) Journal of Engineering
Technology (JET) (2001)

Faculty of Technology

The maiden
issue is in
the process
of

Kano

Title

Publisher

Publishing

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

r) International
Journal of Pure
and Applied
Science
(JOPAS) (2001)
now available
online@ http:
//www. ijpas.
com

Faculty of
Sciences

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

s) Kano Journal
of Education
Studies (1994)

Department of
Education

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

t) Biological and
Environment
Sciences journal
for Tropics
(BEST) (2004)

Department of
Biological
Sciences

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

u) International
Journal of Adult
Education and
Community
Development
Services
(JAECS) (2004)

Department of
Adult Education
and Community
Services

The maiden
issue is yet out

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

v) The west
African Journal
of Language,
Literature and
Critism: a Multi
– Lingual
Biannual)
(WAJLIC)
(1999)

Department of
Nigerian
Languages

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Bayero Journal
of
Interdisciplinary
studies

University
Based Journal

Active

Institution

Title

Publisher

Active or
Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

TAMBARI:
Kano Journal of
Education (A
Journal of
Federal college
of Education,
Kano) (1993)

College Journal

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Women and
Education: A
journal of
Federal
College of
education
association,
Kano (FEDWA)
(1994)

College Journal

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Nigerian
Journal of
Educational
research (1998)

School of
Education

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

WAZOBIA
(2000)

Department of
Nigeria

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Business,
Agric, Home
Economics and
Fine/ applied
arts (BAHF)

School of
Vocational

Active

Kano

(2001)

Education

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Nigerian Journal
of Education
Services (2000)

School of
Education

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Nigerian Journal
of Educational
Review (2002)

School of
Education

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kano

Vocational
Renaissance: A
Journal of
Vocational
Education(2202)

School of
Vocational
Education

Active

Institution

Title

Publisher

Active or
Ceased

Kano State
College of
Education,
Kumbotso

Kano Journal of
Arts and Social
Sciences (1998)

School of social
Sciences

Ceased

Federal
College of
Education,
Kumbotso

Kano Journal of
Sciences (2001)

School of
Sciences

Active

Federal
College of
Education,
Kumbotso

Kano Journal of
Vocational
Education
(2002/2003)

School of
Vocational
Education

Active

Federal
College of

School of
Education

Active

Education,
Kumbotso

department of
Educational
psychology and
Guidance and
Counseling may
(2005)

Institution

Title

Publisher

Active or
Ceased

Federal college
of Education
Technical Bichi

Bichi Journal of
Education

College Journal

Active

Institution

Title

Publisher

Active or
Ceased

Kano State
Polytechnic (
Central
Administration)

TAMA Journal: a
Multi disciplinary
journal of Kano
State
Polytechnic

Polytechnic
Journal

Active

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
1.
Parent institutions should ensure that substantial amounts of money are budgeted to support
journals production and distribution, which will subsidized the subscription rates and thereby attract
subscribers.
2.
Higher Education institutions should consider the budgets allocation for research and
publication and encourage faculty member to embark on research projects.
3.
Lack of adequate and current materials in the libraries be stocked with adequate and current
materials.
4.

Peer reviwers should be encouraged to review and return manuscripts in a timely way.

5.
Editors should published articles that meet publications criteria, and improve all quality of
binding to attract patronage (Iya, 2001).
6.
Journals should be advertised to boost the financial base of the journals as they are displayed
in seminars, workshops, conferences and others.
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